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Introduction to Ethics 

A. Mantegna, Triumph of the virtues, 1502 



Human flourishing  

Every art and every inquiry, and similarly every 
action and pursuit, is thought to aim at some 
good; and for this reason the good has rightly 
been declared to be that at which all things aim. 

 

Methodological hint: Ethics is not a theoretical discipline! 
 

Aristotle,  
The Nicomachean Ethics 

 

Now fine and just actions, which political science 
investigates, admit of much variety and fluctuation 
of opinion, so that they may be thought to exist only 
by convention, and not by nature[…]. We must be 
content, then, in speaking of such subjects and with 
such premises to indicate the truth roughly and in 
outline.   
 



From Ethics to Applied Ethics… 
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Ethics and technology  

 

A common sense reasoning: 

 

 

Assumption: Technical artifacts are neutral 
 

Question: Are artifacts really neutral? 
 

• Technology produces artifacts 

• Ethics deals with the good / wrong use of artifacts  

• Ethics pertains people (how they should 
use artifacts) 



Technical artefacts 

• In philosophy of technology a technical 
artifact is a physical object with a 
technical function and use plan designed 
and made by human beings . Technical 
artifact is made to serve a purpose  

 

 

Vermaas et. al,  
A Philosophy of technology. From Technical Artefacts to Sociotechnical Systems (2011)  
 

• Similarly, in computer science we find 
computational artifact which typically 
have a dual nature: they have both an 
abstract guise and a physical one. 
 



Some examples of technical artifacts 



Behavior, Purpose and Teleology 

Although the definition of purposeful behavior is relatively vague […] the 
concept of purpose is useful and should, therefore, be retained.  

A. Rosenblueth, N. Wiener and J. Bigelow, Behavior, Purpose and Teleology (1943) 
 

Purpose controlled by feed-back : 
• with respect to the goal 

• with respect to the environment 

 



Two essential ingredients 

• Function / Purpose: a technical artifacts is the result of a purposeful 
human action.  

 

 • Context / Environment: technical artifacts do not live in a vacuum, to 
fulfill their function they have to interact with other external 
components  
 

• Both the purposes and and the environment include social and 
ethical factors 
 



Socio-technical systems 

A Socio-technical system is an entity that can be separated into parts which are 
all simultaneously linked to each other in a specific way.  Some components are 
hard  things which are governed by various natural law. Others, such as 

organizations, conditions, rules must be described by  drawing on social science.  

 Vermaas et. al,  
A Philosophy of technology.  

From Technical Artefacts to Sociotechnical Systems (2011)  
 

Socio-technical systems depend on a host of social, cultural, political and economic 
arrangements. They affect us not purely by dint of physical or material properties 
but by properties they acquire as systems and devices embedded in larger material 
and social networks and webs of meaning  

 Nissenbaum H.,  
Privacy In Context . Technology, Policy and the Integrity of Social Life (2010)  

 



Civil Aviation System 



Machine learning system 

One major trend driving this expansion is a growing concern with the 
environment in which a machine-learning algorithm operates […].  
Broadly speaking, environments provide various resources to a learning 
algorithm and place constraints on those resources. Increasingly, machine-
learning researchers are formalizing these relationships, aiming to design 
algorithms that are provably effective in various environments and explicitly 
allow users to express and control trade-offs among resources.  
 
The environment may refer to: 
 
 
 

 

M.I. Jordan and T.M. Mitchel,  
Machine learning: Trends, perspectives, and prospects (2015) 

 

• Large-scale parallel and distributed computing platforms 

• Various sources of data (with privacy and ownership concerns) 

• The activities associated to data (functions, human factors) 

• Other machine learning systems or agents (cooperative or adversarial). 
 



Machine Learning in the Big Data Era 

Consider MLbase project: to make ML 
accessible to a broad audience of users and 
applicable to various data sets and 
application. Two key challenges are: 

Disease 
Prediction Music 

Recommendation 

Sentiment 
Analysis 

See project webpage: http://mlbase.org/  
 

Targeted 
advertising 

Crime 
Prevention 

T. Kraska et al. Mlbase: A distributed Machine 
Learning System (2013)  

•  To provide a platform for ML researchers 
and professionals:  

‒ To allow researchers to inspect 
execution and experiments; 

‒ to explain ML task in a simple  
declarative way / visualize results. 

• To build distributed ML algorithms 
without knowing the details about data 
partitioning, message passing, etc 

 
Other examples: Google Prediction, Apache 
Mahout 

http://mlbase.org/


ML for Science and Society 

Because machine learning is primarily influencing the broader world through 
its implementation in a wide range of applications, rather than through its 
novel specialized algorithms or theory, aspects beyond algorithms and 
theory can be (and often are) the most important for knowledge discovery  
 

C. Rudin, K. Wagstuff,  
Machine Learning for Science and Society (2014) 

 
 
Relevant aspects: 
 

• Domain knowledge/experts 
• New performance measures (beyond benchmarks)  
• Human-interaction/feedbacks 
• Privacy 
• Fairness 
• Accountability 

 



Living Effectively 

The process of receiving and of using 
information is the process of our adjusting to the 
contingencies of the outer environment, and of 
our living effectively within that environment.  
 

N. Wiener, The Human Use of Human Being (1954) 

The needs and the complexity of modern life 
make greater demands on this process of 
information than even before, and our press, our 
museums, our scientific laboratories, our 
universities, our libraries and textbooks, are 
obliged to meet the needs of this process or fail in 
their purpose.  

To live effectively is to live with adequate 
information. Thus, communication and 
control belong to the essence of man’s inner 
life, even as they belong to his live in society.  
 



Neutral artifacts?  

• In the development of a socio-technical system many social and ethical 
aspects are involved 

 

• Not only is it hard to develop neutral  artifacts, but also it is almost 
impractical to separate technical artifacts from their (social) context. 

 

• As for Machine learning these considerations suggest that:  

ML systems deal with human life  data on personal and 
social life (privacy, identity, property) 
 
ML systems impact human life  decision-making 
(fairness, policy making); evaluation criteria in real life 
application (knowledge experts, human-in-the-loop) 
 
ML systems interact with humans  human-machine 
interaction, accountability (black-box testing), transparency 
(ML accessible to large audience) 



Privacy 

B. Luini, An Allegory of Modesty and Vanity, 152o 



Privacy in the big data era 

http://exploringbigdata.blogspot.it/  

http://exploringbigdata.blogspot.it/


Privacy vs. Security 

Common sense distinction: 

 

• Security is concerned with technical 
issues (Engineering, Computer science) 

 

• Privacy is concerned with legal and 
organizational issues (Business, 
Management, Law) 

 

More specifically: 
 
• Security  access control and authentication 
 
• Privacy  to release all the information protecting the identities of the 

people who are the subjects of the data (anonymity) 
 

L. Sweeney, K-Anonymity: A model for protecting privacy (2002) 

R. Subramanian, Computer Security, Privacy and Politics (2008) 
 



Privacy and Personal Data 

• Privacy (Warren and Brandeis, The Right to Privacy, 1890): the value of 
privacy "is found not in the right to take the profits arising from publication, 
but in the peace of mind or the relief afforded by the ability to prevent any 
publication at all .  

 

 

• Personal Data EU Directive 9 , art. : They mean any information 
relating to an identified or identifiable natural person ('data subject'); an 
identifiable person is one who can be identified , directly or indirectly, in 
particular by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors 
specific to his physical, physiological , mental , economic, cultural or social 
identity  



Some notions of privacy 

• The right to be let alone, a way to highlight that privacy involves the respect to 
live one s life free from intrusion 

• Limited access to the self: right to decide how much knowledge of personal 
thought /feeling/private doings and affairs...the public at large shall have 
(control) 

• Secrecy (self-interested economic behavior) / Intimacy: from self-protection 
to the creation of intimate relationships  

• Personhood: protecting the integrity of personality (links to other moral 
values, e.g. personal dignity, autonomy, etc.) 

 

D. Solove, Conceptualizing Privacy (2002) 

Emerging points:  
 
• Definitions are based on some distinct features and are either too 

restrictive or too vague 
• contraposition between private and public spheres 
 



Policy Level 

Often privacy policy are formulated in terms of access and control 

 

Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for 
themselves when, how, and to what extent information about them is 
communicated to others   

A. Westin, Privacy and Freedom (1967) 

 

 The underlying perspective  
 

Privacy Self-Management: It attempts to be neutral about substance — 
whether certain forms of collecting, using, or disclosing personal data are 
good or bad — and instead focuses on whether people consent to various 
privacy practices.   

 
D. Solove, Privacy Self-Management and the Consent Dielmma (2012) 

 



Notice & Consent 
 Cognitive and structural limitations: 
 

– Most people do not read privacy policy in 
a regular way 

– Many privacy policies are too vague on 
future uses 

– Many people would need more details to 
make informed choices but additional 
information increases notice complexity 

– Often people lack background knowledge 
and expertise to evaluate the consequence 
of their consent  

– There are too many entities that collect 
and use personal data it would cost $ 781 
billion in lost productivity if everyone 
were to read every privacy policy at 
websites they visited ina one-year 
period  

– Little bits of innocuous data can say a lot 
in combination 

– … 
 D. Solove,  

Privacy Self-Management and the Consent Dielmma (2012) 

 



Data Protection Eurobarometer 

The Eurobarometer survey, conducted in 
March 2015, asked 28 000 EU citizens what 
they think about the protection of their 
personal data. 

 

Some results: 

 

• Only a minority (15%) feel they have 
complete control over the information they 
provide online; 31% think they have no 
control over it at all. 

• Two-thirds of respondents (67%) are 
concerned about not having complete 
control over the information they provide 
online. 

• A majority of respondents are concerned 
about the recording of their activities via 
payment cards and via mobile phones (55% 
in both cases). http://ec.europa.eu/justice/newsroom/data-

protection/news/240615_en.htm 



Technical level 

With the increasing availability of large-scale data and large-scale data 
processing privacy protection has become a cause of concern in several areas: 

  

• Database  

• Statistics 

• Network science 

• Machine learning 

Problem formulation: To allow the release of private data preventing the re-
identification of the data subject.  
 
Privacy is associated to anonymization which is often obtained through data de-
identification. 
 
De-identified data: data in which all explicit identifiers, such as SSN, name, address, 
and telephone number, are removed, generalized, or replace with made-up alternative  

L. Sweeney, Weaving technology and policy together to maintain confidentiality (1997) 
 
 
 



Failing anonymity 

The data holder may remove some identifiers but the table could contain sets of 
attributes (quasi-identifiers) that, in combination, can be linked to external  
available information (auxiliary information) and used to re-identify data subjects. 

 

 

 

S. De Capitani di Vimercati et al.,  Anonymization of statistical data, 2011 

 



A famous story of re-identification 

Governor Weld 

The Massachusetts Group Insurances Commission (GIC) collected patient-specific 
data and gave a copy of its database to researches and industries.  Data had been 
anonymized by removing attributes containing patients  name, address, and social 
security number (SSN).  Sweeney purchased the complete voter registration list for 
Cambridge Massachusetts and… 

 

 

 

 

 

L. Sweeney, K-Anonymity: A model for protecting privacy (2002) 

….combining this data with the GIC records re-identified William Weld, the 
Governor of Massachusetts.  
 



New York Times article on Ms. Arnold 

In 2006 AOL Research released internet records amounting to 20 million search 
queries (650,000 users in a 3-month period  with the aim of making its content 
and products freely available to all consumers [...] creating opportunities for 
researchers in academia and industry alike  

 

AOL released deidentified data, e.g. it removed usernames, IP addresses and 
used a unique identifier such as 77 9  to link all of a user s queries. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

O. Heffetz and K. Ligett, Privacy and Data-Based Research (2013) 

And search by search, click by click, the identity of AOL user No. 4417749 
became easier to discern.   (New York Times, August 9, 2006) 



K- Anonymity   

K-anonymity has been introduced to reduce the weakness of classical de-
identified data (e.g. GIC, AOL). It characterizes the degree of data protection with 
respect to inference by linking. 

 

Def: Let T (A1,...,An) be a table and QIT be the quasi-identifier associated with it. T 
is said to satisfy k-anonymity if and only if each sequence of values in T[QIT] 
appears with at least k occurrences in T[QIT]. 

L. Sweeney, K-Anonymity: A model for protecting privacy (2002) 



K- Anonymity (example)   

A release of data is said to satisfy k-anonymity if each released record has at least (k-1) other 
records also visible in the release whose values are indistinct over the quasi-identifier. 

 

Example: How to reach k-anonymity by generalizing and suppressing values. 

Name Gender Age State Disease 

* Female  0 < Age ≤ 0 Ohio Viral Infection 

* Male  60 < Age ≤ 70 Illinois Cancer 

* Female  0 < Age ≤ 0 Ohio No illness 

* Male  60 < Age ≤ 70 Illinois Hypertension  

* Male  60 < Age ≤ 70 Illinois No illness 

* Male  Age < 20  New York Heart attack 

* Male  Age < 20  New York Viral infection 

* Female  0 < Age ≤ 0 Ohio Cancer 

Name Gender Age State Disease 

Mary Female  21 Ohio Viral Infection 

John Male  65 Illinois Cancer 

Susan Female  27 Ohio No illness 

Jack Male  68 Illinois Hypertension  

Tom Male  62 Illinois Heart attack 

James Male  18 New York No illness 

Lucas Male  17 New York Viral infection 

Emily Female  29 Ohio Cancer 

Non-anonymized table  Anonymized table  
(2-anonymity with respect to gender, age and state)  



De-anonymizing data  

In 2008 Narayanan and Shmatikov pointed out that k-anonymity has several 
weaknesses:  

• The adversary may have much auxiliary knowledge (more than just the quasi-
identifiers); 

• K-anonymization fails on high-dimensional datasets. 

 

 
Analyzing Netflix competition for improving the company s algorithm that 
predicts user ratings of films) they claimed that:  

 
 an adversary who knows a little bit about some subscriber can easily identify her 
 record if it is present in the dataset, or, at the very least, identify a small set of 
 records which include the subscriber s record.  
 

A. Narayanan and V. Shamatikov, Robust De-anonymization of Large Sparse Datasets 
(2008) 

 



What about social networks?  

Intuitively, revealing only connections and masking nodes identity should safeguard 
individual privacy and  research purposes (study of graph properties)... 
 

Anonymization 



De-anonymizing social networks  

In 2007 Backstrom, Dwork and Kleinberg suggested that anonymous social 
network data almost never exists in the absence of outside context, and an 
adversary can potentially combine this knowledge with the observed structure to 
begin compromising privacy [...]Moreover, such an adversary may in fact be a user 
(or set of users) of the system that is being anonymized.  

L. Backstrom, C. Dwork and J. Kleinberg, Wherefore Art Thou R3579X? Anonymized Social 
Networks, Hidden Patterns, and Structural Steganography (2007) 

 

 
In 2008 Narayanan and Shmatikov demonstrated that: a third of the users who 
are verifiable members of both Flickr and Twitter1 can be recognized in the 
completely anonymous Twitter graph with only 12% error rate, even though the 
overlap in the relationships for these members is less than 15%.  

A. Narayanan and V. Shamatikov, De-anonymization Social Newtorks (2008) 

 



Differential privacy 

Differential privacy tries to provide privacy guarantee free from assumptions 
about auxiliary information. 

 

Differential privacy provides privacy by process introducing randomness. Now, 
consider: 

• Two neighbouring databases, D and D’: they are identical except that one of 
them has an additional row/record (each record refers to one individual); 

• A computation (function) K on such databases  

 

A function K provides ε–differential privacy if: 

 

 

 

O. Heffetz and K. Ligett, Privacy and Data-Based Research (2013) 



Privacy mechanism 

 

Intuitively, differential privacy guarantees that a randomized algorithm behaves 
similarly on similar input databases.  

 

Bayesian interpretation: an observer with access to the output of a 
differentially private function should draw almost the same conclusions whether 
or not one individual's data are included in the analyzed database, regardless of 
the observer's prior.  

 

O. Heffetz and K. Ligett, Privacy and Data-Based Research (2013) 

Differential privacy is a property of the function not of the outcome. 
 



Privacy-by-design 

A methodological approach to engineering systems stating that privacy should be 
embedded into the whole  lifecycle of IT systems, from the early stages to their 
ultimate deployment (analogous to the value sensitive design approach). 

 

 Foundational Principles: 
 
1.Proactive not reactive; Preventative not remedial 
2.Privacy as the default setting 
3.Privacy embedded into design 
4.Full functionality – positive-sum, not zero-sum 
5.End-to-end security – full lifecycle protection 
6.Visibility and transparency – keep it open 
7.Respect for user privacy – keep it user-centric 
 

A. Cavoukian Privacy by Design (2009) 

 



Debate on privacy 

General perspective 

• How Big Data challenges privacy  

• Reflecting on the social and cultural/contextual value of privacy 

 
Policy level 
• From the right to control over information  to the right to be forgotten  EU 

Directive 2016)  
• Privacy as Contextual Integrity 
 

Technical level 
• Attempts which go beyond anonymization (differentially private machine 

learning, privacy in topic-dependent social networks, privacy via exposure, etc.) 
• Privacy-by-design in data mining (e.g. in different application scenarios) 
 



Fairness 

 

Giotto, Justice, 13o6 



Fairness 

Fairness / to be fair (dictionary):  

• Something in accordance with rules or standards; 

• Being appropriate in the circumstance; 

• To behave without cheating or  trying to achieve an unjust advantage 

J. Rawls argues that justice emerges from a fair cooperation among free and 
equal moral agents (Justice as Fairness): 
 
The principles of justice for the basic structure of society are the object of the original 

agreements. They are principles that free and rational persons concerned to further 
their own interest would accept in an initial position of equality as defining the 
fundamental terms of their association.  […] This way of regarding the principles of 
justice I shall call justice as fairness.  

 
J. Rawls, A Theory of Justice (1971)  

Fairness  equality / freedom / conditions for building a society 



Discrimination 

Discrimination refers to an unjustified difference in treatment on the basis of any 
physical or cultural trait, such as sex, ethnic origin, religion or political opinions  

A. Romei, S. Ruggieri. A multidisciplinary survey on discrimination analysis. (2014) 
 

In national and international legislations discrimination is often associated to the 
protection of vulnerable groups: 
• Protected group: a category of people that could be discriminated on the 

ground of sex (pregnant women), creed (religious minorities) etc. 
 

• Discrimination is framed as an unjustified distinction of individuals based on 
their membership, or perceived membership, in a certain group or category  

 

 
Human rights laws prohibit discrimination based on sex, gender, ethnicity, 
skin colour, social origin, language, religion or belief, political or other personal 
opinion, disability, illness, marital status or age… 
 



How big data is unfair 

As we re on the cusp of using machine learning for rendering basically all kinds of 
consequential decisions about human beings in domains such as education, 
employment, advertising, health care and policing, it is important to understand 
why machine learning is not, by default, fair or just in any meaningful way. 

 

This runs counter to the widespread misbelief that algorithmic decisions 
tend to be fair, because math is about equations and not skin color.   
 

 

M. Hardt, How big data is unfair.  
Understanding unintended sources of unfairness in data driven decision making (2014) 

After all, as the former CPD [Chicago Police Department] computer experts point 
out, the algorithms in themselves are neutral. This program had absolutely nothing 
to do with race… but multi-variable equations,  argues Goldstein. Meanwhile, the 
potential benefits of predictive policing are profound.  G. Tett, Financial Times, 
2014) 
 

Example of this oversimplification: 
 



Political concerns 

In 2014, President President Obama called for a 90-day 
review of Big Data.  
 
One of the main finding of this report was that: 
 
• big data technologies can cause societal harms 

beyond damages to privacy ; 
 
• big data analytics can create an opaque decision-

making environment ;  
 
• big data analytics have the potential to eclipse 

longstanding civil rights protections in how 
personal information is used in housing, credit, 
employment, health, education, and the 
marketplace.  

 Big Data: Seizing Opportunities, Preserving Value (2014 ) 

 



Discrimination in machine learning 

Machine learning and data mining represent a form of statistical discrimination. 
Basically they aim to end up with classification/groupings which make sense. 

 

In the machine learning procedures there are several mechanisms/steps which 
can play a role in the the production of discriminatory results: 

 

• Defining the Target Variable  and Class Labels  

• Training Data 

• Feature selection 

• Proxies 

• Masking 

 

Barocas S. and Selbst A., Big Data's Disparate Impact (2014) 



Discrimination in online ad delivery 

A Google search for a person s name, such as Trevon Jones , may yield a 
personalized ad for public records about Trevon that may be neutral, such as 
Looking for Trevon Jones?... , or may be suggestive of an arrest record, such as 
Trevon Jones, Arrested? ...  

 

 Latanya Sweeney, Discrimination in Online Ad Delivery (2013) 

Using a sample of racially associated names Sweeney found out that: 
 
• First names primarily assigned to black babies generated ads suggestive of 

an arrest in 81 to 86 % of name searches 
 

• Those assigned at birth primarily to whites generated more neutral copy: 
arrest  appeared in  to 9 % 

 



AdFisher 

• Adfisher is a program that simulates browsing behavior and collects 
information about the ads returned after Google searches  

 

• Experiments:  

 

– 1.000 fakes users (half women and half men) 

– Researchers simulated users visited websites concerning employment and 
collected data about which ads they were shown subsequently 

– Finding: more ads related to higher paying jobs were served to men 

 

For instance an executive position paid upward of $ 200,000 per year was 
shown 1,852 times to the male group and only 318 times to the female group. 

 

Anupam Datta s homepage: http://possibility.cylab.cmu.edu/adfisher/ 



Concluding Remarks 

J. Martin, The Last Judgement, 1851-4 



Technology and social progress 
 

 

The glorification of pure  science…is a rationalization of an escape; it marks a 
construction of an asylum of refuge, a shirking of responsibility.  
 

J. Dewey, The public and its problems (1927) 

 

To construct a sense of scientific progress that sounds genuinely like progress, 
with all its positive connotations, we are going to have to embed science even 
more fully in society. We will need to ask which science will provide us with a 
better society, and, which science will perhaps undermine it. 

 
H. Douglas, Pure science and the problem of progress (2014) 

 



FAT - ML 



Algorithms among us 



Ethics and AI 



Artificial Intelligence and Life in 2030 

The One Hundred Year Study on Artificial Intelligence, launched in the fall of 2014 
 



The Human Use of Machine Learning 
December 16, 2016 – ECLT, Venice 

www.unive.it/eclt 
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Thanks! 

M. Chagall, The acrobat, 1930 


